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Abstract 
The main results of the paper are two effective versions of the Riemann mapping theorem. 
The first, uniform version is based on the constructive proof of the Riemann mapping theorem 
by Cheng and by Bishop and Bridges and formulated in the computability framework developed 
by Kreitz and Weihrauch. It states which topological information precisely one needs about a 
nonempty, proper, open, connected, and simply connected subset of the complex plane in order to 
compute a description of a holomorphic bijection from the unit disk onto this set, and vice versa, 
which topological information about the set can be obtained from a description of a holomorphic 
bijection. The second version, which is derived from the first by considering the sets and the 
functions with computable descriptions, characterizes the subsets of the complex plane for which 
there exists a computable holomorphic bijection from the unit disk. This gives a partial answer 
to a problem posed by Pour-El and Richards. We also show that this class of sets is strictly 
larger than a class of sets considered by Zhou, which solves an open problem posed by him. 
In preparation, recursively enumerable open subsets and closed subsets of Euclidean spaces are 
considered and several effective results in complex analysis are proved. @ 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Computable analysis; Recursively enumerable subsets of real Euclidean spaces; 
Computable conformable mappings; Riemann mapping theorem 
1. Introduction 
One of the most famous classical results in complex analysis is the Riemann Map- 
ping Theorem. It states that the subsets of the complex plane which can be mapped 
conformally onto the unit disk are exactly the nonempty, proper, open, connected and 
simply connected subsets (we call a tinction mapping complex numbers to complex 
numbers conformal if and only if it is holomorphic, i.e. analytic, and injective, i.e. 
one-to-one, on its domain). While it is easy to see that any conformal image of the 
unit disk has the listed topological properties, it is remarkable that these topological 
properties of a subset of the complex plane already guarantee the existence not only of 
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a homeomorphism (a continuous bijection whose inverse is continuous as well) onto 
the unit disk but even of a conformal homeomorphism onto the unit disk. 
The most common proofs are pure existence proofs, mostly based on the extremal 
principle of FejCr and Riesz [18]. However, the question how to obtain such a con- 
formal mapping for a given proper, simply connected region (a region is a nonempty, 
open, connected subset of the complex plane) has received attention already very early. 
In fact, the first complete proof of the theorem, given by Caratheodory and Koebe [ 121 
in 1912, is already constructive in a naive sense. The conformal mapping was con- 
structed as the combination of a mapping which maps the region into the unit disk and 
of a limit function obtained by repeatedly applying dilating mappings which map the 
region to regions filling the unit disk better and better. A pure, constructive proof in 
the framework and language of constructive mathematics along the lines of the Koebe 
proof was given by Cheng [3] and Bishop and Bridges [2]. We shall come back to 
this later. Pour-El and Richards [ 17, Problem 51 posed the problem to characterize the 
subsets of the complex plane for which there exists a computable conformal mapping 
onto the unit disk. Here computability of a function is defined in the sense that by 
using better and better approximations for the input one must be able to compute better 
and better approximations for the output. This is the computability notion for real (or 
complex) functions based on the Turing machine model and studied by Grzegorczyk 
[6,7], Lacombe [14], Hauck [8,9], Pour-El and Richards [17], Kreitz and Weihrauch 
[21, 13,27,22], Ko [ 111, and others. We shall prove the following answer to the 
Pour-El/Richards problem: 
Theorem. For a subset U C: @ of the complex plane the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
1. U is a nonempty, proper, r.e. open, connected, simply connected subset of C and 
its boundary dlJ is r. e. closed. 
2. There exists a computable conformal bijection f jrom the unit disk onto U. 
Moreover, there exists an algorithm such that if the algorithm is given a program 
for such a set U as an r.e. open set and a program jar its boundary as an r.e. closed 
set, then the algorithm will compute a program for a conjormal bijection of the unit 
disk onto U. There exists also an algorithm performing the inverse task. 
The statement 2 in the theorem is equivalent to the statement: 
3. U is r.e. open and there exists a computable conformal bijection f from U onto 
the unit disk, 
because the inverse of a computable conformal mapping on an r.e. open set is again 
a computable conformal mapping on an r.e. open set. Furthermore, we only mention 
that one can show that in statement 3 one can omit the condition that U OS r.e. open. 
Hence, besides the known non-effective topological properties, a subset of the com- 
plex plane must satisfy two effective properties in order to be the image of a computable 
conformal bijection on the unit disk: it must be r.e. open and its boundary must be 
r.e. closed. An open set U is called r.e. open if one can enumerate a set of open 
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balls with rational centre and rational radius which cover exactly U. A closed set C 
is called r.e. closed if one can enumerate a set of computable points which form a 
dense subset of C. It is interesting that an effectivity condition plays an important 
role whose non-effective analogue is trivially fulfilled, namely that the boundary is r.e. 
closed. Zhou [28] had considered a class of sets which are called recursively open and 
asked [28, Problem 5.41 whether every set which is the image of the unit disk under a 
computable conformal mapping must be recursively open. We give a negative answer 
to this question. 
The result above is a direct corollary of the main result of the paper. This is for- 
mulated in the language of Type 2 Theory of Effectivity, developed by Kreitz and 
Weihrauch [21, 13,221. This theory allows the definition and analysis of computability 
for operators between more general objects than real numbers or vectors: the objects 
are represented by infinite binary (one may also use larger alphabets) sequences con- 
taining certain information about them (in the same way as real number representations 
contain information about real numbers). Our main result states that from a sequence 
which describes a proper, simply connected region in a certain, purely topological way 
corresponding to the two effectivity conditions above one can compute a sequence 
which describes a conformal bijection from the unit disk onto the set, and that the 
inverse operation, starting with a description of a conformal mapping and computing 
equivalent topological information about the set, can also be performed effectively. 
Hence, we show which topological information precisely about a proper, simply con- 
nected region is equivalent to the standard information about the conformal mapping 
from the unit disk: it is the information to enumerate balls covering exactly the set 
and to enumerate points forming a dense subset of the boundary. The theorem above 
is obtained by considering the sets and conformal functions which possess computable 
names with respect to these representations. 
We follow the classical proof by Koebe [12] and additionally use ideas and estimates 
from the strictly constructive proof of the Riemann Mapping Theorem by Cheng [3] 
and by Bishop and Bridges [2]. They show that the constructive existence of a confor- 
ma1 mapping of a subset U of the complex plane onto the unit disk is equivalent to 
certain constructive topological conditions on the set U, whose computability theoretic 
analogues turn out to be equivalent to the conditions in the theorem above. It is inter- 
esting that the constructive/computable analogue of the classically purely topological 
direction of the Riemann Mapping Theorem - that every conformal image of the unit 
disk is a proper, simply connected region - seems to require an application of the 
Koebe f theorem. This is due to the additional information about the boundary (see 
the theorem above), which does not appear in the non-effective formulation. 
We would like to mention that the problem to construct a conformal mapping onto 
the unit disk for a given proper, simply connected region is also of great practical 
interest, compare [lo]. While in this paper we are interested in the computability theo- 
retic aspects of the Riemann Mapping Theorem, a complexity theoretic analysis would 
certainly be interesting. For a result in that direction see [4]. Besides the book of 
Bishop and Bridges [2] we mention the exposition of the Riemann Mapping Theorem 
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by Henrici [lo], which contains also estimates for the speed of convergence, i.e. for 
the complexity of the algorithm. The exposition by Remmert [ 191 discusses also other 
variants of proofs and gives a lot of historical background. 
In the following section we provide a brief introduction into Type 2 Theory of 
Effectivity, introducing computability for “infinite” objects via representations and Tur- 
ing machines. In Section 3 we introduce various representations of open subsets and 
of closed subsets of Euclidean spaces. For example we define the notions of being r.e. 
open or r.e. closed or recursively open. Section 4 contains several results from com- 
putable complex analysis which we need for the proof of the main result and which 
seem to be of independent interest. In Section 5 the main result and its corollaries 
are formulated. Then, in Section 6, we prove the main result. We conclude with a 
summary and with some open problems. 
2. Type 2 computable analysis 
This section contains a brief introduction into computable analysis based on represen- 
tations and Type 2 computable functions and provides the necessary terminology. For 
a more complete and systematic treatment see Kreitz and Weihrauch [ 13,22,24,25]. 
If one wishes to perform computations over a countable set of objects, e.g. the natural 
numbers N = (0, 1,2, . . .}, on a Turing machine, one can do so by using a notation of 
these objects. One represents the objects by finite strings over the finite alphabet of 
the Turing machine and performs the computation on these names. Elements of an 
uncountable set, e.g. the real numbers [w, cannot be identified by finite words. Yet, 
one would like to define and to speak of computable real number functions. Type 2 
Theory of Effectivity, developed by Kreitz and Weihrauch [21, 13,221, see also [9], 
offers the following solution for uncountable sets whose cardinality does not exceed the 
cardinality of the continuum: one represents the objects by infinite sequences of digits 
from the Turing machine alphabet and performs the computation on longer and longer 
prefixes of these sequences. Thus, in finite time only finite prefixes have been read and 
written and only finite, partial information about the objects has been processed. But it 
is important that this process can at least in principle be continued ad infinitum. This 
means that it must be possible to carry the computation out with arbitrary precision. 
For real number functions this approach leads to a computability notion based on 
approximations. The approach allows also the definition of computability for more 
complicated objects and operators, e.g. operators between certain spaces of sets or 
functions. Besides computable real and complex number functions and sets of real 
vectors we are interested in the computability of operators which transform topological 
information about certain open subsets of the complex plane into geometric information 
describing conformal functions, and vice versa. 
We denote the set of natural numbers by N = { 0, 1,2,. . .}, the set of rational numbers 
by Q, and the set of real numbers by LQ. We write d(x, v) = jx - yI for the usual 
Euclidean distance of two vectors x, y E [w”, B(x,r) := {v E [w”] Ix - yI < P-} for the 
open ball in Iw” with centre x and radius r > 0, and Bc(x, Y) := {v E (w”I (x - y( Qr} for 
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its closure. By f : C X -+ Y we mean a function whose domain dom f of definition is 
a subset of X and whose range is a subset of Y. 
We start with the definition of notations and representations. In the whole paper C 
will be a finite set, called the alphabet, which contains at least the symbols 0, 1, #, 
and a blank B. By E we denote the empty string. Z* is the set of finite strings over C 
and P={plp:N -+ Z} is the set of infinite sequences over C. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a set. A notation is a surjective function v: C{O, l}* +X. 
A representation is a surjective function 6 : C Co -+A’. 
First we introduce a standard notation of natural numbers. 
Example 2.2. The notation VN : (0, l}* -+ N is the quasi-lexicographical bijection be- 
tween (0, l}* and N with VN(E) := 0, v~(0) := 1, VN( 1) := 2, ~~(00) := 3,. . . . 
We shall often use the Cantor pairing function (,) : N2 -+ N with (i,j) := i(i+j).(i+ 
j + 1) +j and the derived bijection (,) : ((0, 1}*)2 + {O,l}* with (0,~) := v,‘(vrm(u), 
v~(w)). We define inductively (o):=u and (ai,...,~,+i):=((ui,...,u,),u,+~). 
Example 2.3. (1) The notation vz : (0, l}* + Z of the set of integers Z = {. . . , -2, - 1, 
0,1,2,.. .} is defined by VZ(V,W) := VN(U) - VN(W) for u, w E (0, l}*. 
(2) The notation vb : (0, I}* -+ ID of the set of dyadic rational numbers 
D={xEa1(3kEZ,mEN)x=k/2”} 
is defined by vn(z~,w) := VZ(U)/~“~(“) for z),w E {O,l}*. 
(3) Let v be a notation of a set X. Then the notation v” of the set X” is defined 
by dom v”=domv x...xdomv (n times) and v”(ut ,..., u,,):=(v(ui) ,..., v(u,)) for 
ui,...,u,~dom v. 
(4) Let n > 1 be fixed. We define a partial notation vsn of the set of open dyadic 
balls in IR” with dyadic center and dyadic radius by vgn (u, w) := B( vb( u), vn(w)) for 
u,w E (0, l}* with vb(w) > 0. The notation vscn of closed dyadic balls is defined ac- 
cordingly. Note that the domain dom vsn = dom vscn = {(u, w) E (0, l}* 1 vn(w) > 0) is 
a recursive set of binary words. 
For representations the following additional constructions are very useful. We define 
a mapping En:CW+{AJA~{O,l}*} by 
En(p):={uE{O,l}*I#u#is a subword of p}. 
Also, for each n > 1 we use the standard tupling function (, ) : (P)” + Cw defined 
by (p) := p, (p,q) := p(O)q(O)p(l)q(l) . . . . and (p(l) ,..., PC”+‘)) := ((p(l) ,..., p(“)), 
p(“+‘)), for p=p(O)p(l)p(2)..., q=q(O)q(l)q(2)..., p(‘),...,p(“+‘)~P. The in- 
verse projections rc; are defined by p = ( T-c;~,. . . , nip) for 1 < i < n. We can also define 
a tupling function (, ) : (P)” + Cw via 
(pCo),p(‘),pC2) ,... )((i,j)):= p”‘(j), 
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for p(O), p(i), pc2), . . . E Cw. The projections 717 are defined by p = (~0” p, KY p, 
7$-p,...). 
Example 2.4. (1) Let II > 1 be fixed. We define a representation p(“) : C C” + R” of 
real n-vectors as follows: if PEP has the form p=#u~#ul#u~#. . . for words ui E 
domv”, with IVk(Ui)-vb(Uj)I <2- min{i~/) for all i, j, then we set p(“)(p) := lim vb(ui). 
If p does not have this form, then p(“)(p) is undefined. For obvious reasons the 
representation p(“) . IS called normed Cauchy representation. 
(2) We shall need also representations for the set of the extended real numbers 
E = R U {-co, co}, endowed with the obvious order relation and the usual arithmetic 
operations, e.g. x + cc = cc for all x E IF&! U {co}, etc. We define representations p’, 
-7 
P ) and p : C C” 4 R as follows: 
p’(p) = x iff En(p) = {u E (0, I}* 1 VD(V) < x}, 
p’(p) = x iff En(p) = {u E (0, l}* 1 m(v) > n}, 
p(p,q) =x iff p<(p)=x and p’(q)=x. 
The representation p < is derived from the idea to “enumerate” all dyadic rationals 
which are smaller than a given real number, i.e. by enumerating the left cut of the real 
number. Similarly, p > is derived from the idea to “enumerate” all dyadic rationals in 
the right cut of the real number. 
(3) We define p<, P’, and p: CC’+rW to be the restrictions of p<, p’, and p 
to names of real numbers. 
(4) Let n 3 1 be fixed. If 6 is a representation of a set X, then the representation 6” of 
the set X” is defined by dom 6” =dom 6 x . . . x dom 6 (n times) and 6”(p(‘), . . . , p’“‘) 
:= (6( p(l)), . . . ,6( PC”))) for ~(‘1,. , p(“’ E dom 6. 
In order to use notations and representations for computations we have to define 
computable functions on strings and infinite sequences. We use the usual notions based 
on the Turing machine model and explained e.g. in [20,24,25]. They are based on the 
idea that by using a large enough prefix of the input (if it is infinite) one can compute 
a prefix of the output of any desired length, if it is infinite, and the exact output, if it 
is finite. We give a precise definition only for the case of computable functions whose 
input and output are infinite sequences. A function g : & C* -+ C* is called monotonic, 
iff g(vw) E g(u)C* for all v, VW E dom g. The function f : C C” --) 2’ induced by a 
monotonic function g : C C* + C* is defined by 
1. dom f = n,EN(g-l(cnc*)cw) (’ 1.e.p E dom f iff for all n E N there is some prefix 
u E dom g of p with [g(u)1 >n), 
2. f(p) E g(v)P for any prefix u E dom g of p (for p E dom f ). 
It is clear that f is well-defined by these conditions. 
Definition 2.5. A function F : 2 ,I?” + C’” is called a computable functional, iff there 
is a computable (in the standard sense), monotonic function g : C I* + C* which in- 
duces F. 
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Using computable mnctionals we shall shortly define relative computability for func- 
tions via representations. Before we do that we consider a special case: the case that 
the identity function on some set is relatively computable with respect to two repre- 
sentations y and 6. 
Definition 2.6. Let y : 5 Cw +X and 6 : C C” --+ Y be representations of sets X and Y. 
We write y<6 and say that y can be reduced to 6 iff there is a computable functional 
F with y(p) = 6F( p) for all p E dom y. We write y - 6 and say that y and 6 are 
equivalent iff y ~6 and 6 6 y. 
If two representations are equivalent then they are representations for the same set 
of objects, and one may say that the names for an object with respect to the first 
representation and the names for the same object with respect to the second represen- 
tation contain equivalent information. Many of our results will be of the form that two 
representations for the elements of some set are equivalent. 
Example 2.7. (1) p(“) - (p(l))” = p” for all iz 2 1. For n = 1 this means that the normed 
Cauchy representation p(l) and the combination p of the representations p’ and p’ , 
derived from enumerating the left cut and the right cut of a real number, are equivalent. 
(2) p bp<, but p< < p. The first statement is trivial and the second is also easy to 
see and means the following: knowing an enumeration of all dyadic rationals smaller 
than a certain real number does not enable us to enumerate all dyadic rational numbers 
greater than the real number. 
The following definition of relative computability for functions between represented 
spaces is based on the idea that computations are not performed on the objects them- 
selves but on their names. 
Definition 2.8. (1) Let f : C X + Y be a function between two sets X and Y and let 
y : C F” +X and 6 : & Cw -+ Y be representations of the sets X and Y. We say that ,f 
is (y, S)-tracked by a function F : C Cw --+ 27” iff 
for all p E dom fll. 
(2) The function f is called (y, 6 
which (y, S)-tracks f. 
)-computable iff there exists a computable functional 
Every computable functional F :c.CU4C w is continuous where on C’” we con- 
sider the usual product topology. A base of this topology is formed by the sets 
WC’” = {p E C”’ 1 w is a prefix of p}. A function f : LX -+ Y is (y, S)-tracked by a 
continuous function F if and only if it is continuous with respect to the topologies on 
X and Y induced by y and 6, compare Kreitz and Weihrauch [13,22]. It is important to 
note that a function f : c R" + R" can be (p”,p”)-tracked by a continuous functions 
F : & C’” i .Z f0 iff it is continuous. 
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We also wish to define natural representations of continuous functions. In analogy 
to the total standard notation 50 of computable functions mapping strings to strings 
(compare e.g. Rogers [20], Weihrauch [22]) there is a total standard representation q 
of the set of all continuous functions F : C C” + C” whose domains are Gs-sets, see 
Weihrauch [22,25]. 
Theorem 2.9. There exists a total representation  : P --+ {F : C 27” + Cw 1 F is con- 
tinuous and dom F is a Gs-set} with the following properties: 
1. (mm Theorem) The function u : C C” + C” with u(p,q) := n,(q) for all p, q E C”, 
is a computable functional. 
2. (smn Theorem) For every computable functional F : C Cw + Cw there exists a total 
computable functional G : Co + Z”’ with no(r)(q) = F(p,q) for all p,q E P. 
Corollary 2.10. A function F : C Co -+ C” is a computable functional ifs there exists 
a computable p E C” with yP = F. 
A sequence p E Cw is called computable iff the function g : C* + C* with g(vG’(i)) 
= p(i) for all i, is computable. In view of this corollary it makes sense to consider espe- 
cially those functions which are (y, 6)-tracked by a continuous function F : C Cw -+ Cw 
whose domain is a Gs-set. 
Definition 2.11. Let f : &X + Y be a function between two sets X and Y, and let 
y : C F” +X and 6 : C Cw + Y be representations of the sets X and Y. If f is (y, S)- 
tracked by q,, for some p E Co, then we call p a (y, 6)-tracking name for f. 
The following proposition summarizes a few characterizations of computable func- 
tions f : C: Rm + R”. This is the computability notion for real functions considered e.g. 
by the authors cited in the introduction. Especially, for functions whose domain of 
definition is a computable rectangle as considered by Pour-El and Richards [ 171, one 
obtains their computability notion. 
Proposition 2.12. Let m, n > 1 be fixed. The following conditions are equivalent for 
a function f : C R” + R”: 
1. f is (p”, pm )-computable. 
2. f is (~(“1, p(m))-computable. 
3. f possesses a computable (p”, pm)-tracking name. 
4. There exists an r.e. set AC {O,l}* with f-‘(v~~(w))=dom f n Utv,wjEA vp(v) 
for all w E (0, l}*. 
The equivalence of the first three statements in this proposition follows immediately 
from Example 2.7 and from Corollary 2.10. The fourth characterization contains an ef- 
fective version of continuity, compare Weihrauch [23]. A (p”, pm)-computable function 
will simply be called computable. 
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We mention one intuitively clear corollary which says that the composition of func- 
tions is computable. 
Corollary 2.13. There exists a computable functional Compos with the following 
property: if B : C C” -+X, y : C C” --+ Y, and 6 : C Cw + Z are representations of sets 
X, Y, Z, and tf p is a (p, y)-tracking name for a function f : c X -+ Y and q is a 
(y, @-tracking name for a function g : C Y + Z, then Compos(q, p) exists and is a 
(j3, b)-tracking name for the composition go f. 
Proof. By the utm and smn Theorem for rl there exists a computable functional 
Compos with n~,,,,~,,~(~,~)(r) = nqn,,(r) for all p,q,r E P. This functional Compos has 
the desired property. 0 
We also wish to introduce computability for elements, not just for functions. This 
is done via computable names. Let cp be a total standard notation of the set of all 
computable functions g : C: C* + C* (compare [20,22]). We define a partial notation 
$ : C C* -+ {p E Cw 1 p is computable} by 
dom II/ := {u E z* / cpv is a total function and, for all w E C*, cp”(w) E C’} 
and $“(i) := cpJvi’(i)) for all u E dom $ and i E N. 
Definition 2.14. Let y : & Cw 4 X be a representation of a set X. 
1. An element x E X is called y-computable iff there is a computable sequence p E C” 
with y(p) =x. 
2. The notation vy of y-computable elements induced by y is defined by vJo> = y(&) 
if the term on the right-hand side exists, and by u # dom V~ otherwise. 
The p-computable real numbers are exactly the real numbers which are usually just 
called computable. We will follow this custom. 
The following simple but important lemma will enable us to derive pointwise ver- 
sions of results (formulated for computable objects) from more general, uniform results 
(describing computability of operators transforming information about objects into dif- 
ferent information about the same or other objects). 
Lemma 2.15 (Computable Points Lemma). Let F be a computable functional. Zf p E 
dom F is a computable sequence, then also F(p) is a computable sequence. Further- 
more, there is a computable function on strings which maps any $-name for a com- 
putable sequence p E dom F to a $-name for F(p). 
This lemma has important consequences. Let y : C Co -+X and 6 : C F* + Y be rep- 
resentations of sets X and Y. If y < 6, then every y-computable element is also 6- 
computable. If y and 6 are equivalent, then an element of X (which is identical with 
Y in that case) is y-computable iff it is &computable. If f : C X + Y is a (y, 6)- 
computable function, then f maps y-computable elements to b-computable elements. 
And, given a v,-name of a y-computable element in dom f, one can compute a vh-name 
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for f(x). Further statements of this kind are obtained by considering also computable 
functionals whose input or output are (y,6)-tracking names for functions. 
We conclude this section with a simple example which we shall need later. Let 
U C R” be an open set. If a sequence ( fn),, of continuous functions defined on U 
converges locally uniformly, then it converges to a continuous limit function f. If all 
functions fn are computable on U and for every compact subset of U the convergence 
is computably fast, then the limit function is computable on every compact subset of 
U, but it does not need to be computable on U. For a counterexample see [ 171. This 
changes, when one can compute a lower bound for the speed of convergence not only 
in n but also uniformly in the compact sets. We say that a sequence p E C’” describes 
a modulus of convergence for the sequence (fn),, on U if p has the form 
p = quo, uo, wl)#(w > VI > WI j#. . ., 
if for each 1 EN the set U is a subset of U{van(uk)l(uk,vk,wk) hen and v~(v,+)31}, 
and if for i, j, k E N and x E R” we have 
(x E U r7 vB”(uk)& i, j>vN(wk)) * Ilfi(x) - h(x)1 <2-““‘“k’. 
Proposition 2.16. Fix numbers n, m 3 1. There exists a computable functional H with 
the following property: tf UC R” is an open set, tf p is a sequence such that for each i 
the sequence zyp is a (p”,@“)-tracking name for a continuous function fi : U + R”, 
and tfq describes a modulus of convergence for the sequence (J;:)i on U, then Hlp,q) 
exists and is a (p”,pm)-tracking name for the limit function of the sequence (fi); 
on U. 
Proof. Assume that p and q are as in the proposition, and Y is a p”-name for a 
point x E U. Then for any 1 E N we can find a word (uk, uk,wk) E En(q) such that 
VN(V~)> 1 + 1 and x E vB”(&). Then we define io := vN(wk). Using z,Tp and r we can 
compute the value fi,(x) with precision 2-‘-l and thus obtain a 22’-approximation for 
limi + o3 J(x). Hence, there is a computable functional G with the following property: if 
p and q are as in the proposition, and r is a p”-name for a point x E U, then G( p, q, r) 
exists and is a pm-name for the value of the limit function at x. An application of the 
smn Theorem for v] gives the desired functional H. 0 
Applying the Computable Points Lemma yields the following corollary: if U is an 
open set, if (fn)n is a computable sequence of functions defined on U, and if there 
exists a computable modulus of convergence for (fn)n on U, then the limit function 
of (fn),, on U is a computable function. 
3. Open sets and closed sets 
We present a series of representations of open or closed subsets of the Euclidean 
spaces KY. The representations for open sets will be grouped into four different 
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equivalence classes, depending on how much information about an open set they de- 
liver. By considering the sets with computable names with respect to these representa- 
tions we obtain a hierarchy of four computability classes of open subsets of UP. One 
of them corresponds clearly to the class of recursively enumerable subsets of N, two 
correspond to the class of recursive subsets of IV, and for the last one it seems to 
be most appropriate to say that it lies in between, perhaps closer to the class of r.e. 
sets. This last class will be of greatest interest for us in connection with our effective 
Riemann Mapping Theorem. We shall define and compare the representations and give 
typical examples of sets with computable names. In the end we relate the classes of 
sets with computable names to r.e. or recursive sets of natural numbers. 
The first three classes of representations (and further representations in these classes) 
have been studied by Weihrauch and Kreitz [27] and Weihrauch and Brattka [26], who 
also give equivalent versions of the following Theorems 3.2, 3.5, and 3.8. We give 
the proofs nevertheless since in [26] the representations are all formulated for closed 
sets and because seeing the reasons for the equivalences is important for the further 
chapters. Several of the corollaries about open (or closed) sets with computable names, 
i.e. about r.e. or recursive or birecursively open sets have also been obtained by authors 
including Lacombe [15], Weihrauch and Kreitz [27], Ge and Nerode [5], Zhou [28], 
and Mori et al. [16]. 
We shall define representations on the one hand by enumerating open balls or points 
and on the other hand by supplying information about the distance function or a mod- 
ified characteristic function. For motivation, consider a set UC N of natural numbers 
and its characteristic function xu : N + (0, 1) defined by 1;’ { 1) = U. The character- 
istic function xu of U gives us a “yes” or “no” answer if we ask whether a point 
lies inside of U or not. The set U is r.e. iff the function xu is approximable from 
below, U is co-r.e. iff xr,~ is approximable from above, and U is recursive iff xu is 
computable. But we are dealing here with open subsets U of the non-discrete space KY. 
For a continuously varying input one cannot expect a discrete “yes” or “no” decision. 
Instead it makes sense to smooth the characteristic function so that it tells us how 
close a point is to lying outside of U. This leads to the modified distance function 
cutdista.iu, which can also be considered as a modified characteristic function, and also 
to the distance function distn”\” itself. Later we shall consider another, more symmetric 
variant. 
We define the usual distance function and a modified distance function for an arbi- 
trary closed subset CC [w” by: 
dist, : R” + i$ distc(x):=d(C,x)= $fcd(y,x), 
cutdistc : R” + R, cutdistc(x) := min{ l,d(C,x)}. 
This means especially dista(x) = oc and cutdiste(x) = 1 for all x E UP. The following 
four representations are those which contain the least information among all the con- 
sidered representations for open sets. 
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Definition 3.1. Let n 2 1. We define the repreSentatiOnS dope,,, &losed-balls,open, 8dist,open, 
and dcutdist,open of the set of open subsets of Rn by (where UC R” is open) 
Sclosed-balls,open(P) = u iff E~(~)={~E{O,~}*IV~~~(W)~U}, 
~dist,open(P)= u iff p is a (p”,p< )-tracking name for the function distRniU, 
hcutdist, open( P) = u iff p is a (p”, p’)-tracking name for the function 
cutdistnn\U. 
Theorem 3.2. Let n 2 1. The representations &,pen, &~osed-bal~s,op~n, adist,open, and 
6 cutdist,open are equhknt. 
Proof. Xpen d sclosed-balls,open”: Let P be a Sopen -name for an open set U & lRn. We 
have to show that using p we can construct a ~closed_balls,open-name q for U. The name 
p can be considered as a list of open dyadic balls covering exactly U. An arbitrary 
closed, hence compact, dyadic ball is contained in U iff it is covered by finitely many 
open balls in this list. And for a given closed dyadic ball and a finite set of open dyadic 
balls one can decide whether the closed ball is covered by the open balls. Therefore, 
using p we can enumerate all closed dyadic balls contained in U. To be more precise: 
using p, we can enumerate all strings w with v&n(w) C U. Hence, we can construct a 
6 OlOsOd-bails,OpOn-name 4 for U. 
“dclosed-balls, open < ddist,open”: We show that there is a computable functional G with 
the following property: if p is a &tos&ba]]s,Ope~ -name for an open set U and q a p”-name 
for a point x E R”, then G( p, q) exists and is a p ?-name for d(W\U,x). Applying the 
smn Theorem for y to this functional will then yield a computable functional F which 
transforms any kosed-balls, open -name for any open Set into a &st,+-,en-name for the same 
set. 
Given a 6 closed-bal]s,open-name p for an open set U and a pn-name q for a point 
x E R”, we have to compute a list containing exactly all vD-names of all dyadic ratio- 
nal numbers 6 with 6 < d(W\U,x). We can construct such a list when we can find 
arbitrarily good dyadic approximations from below for d(R”\U,x). Without any fur- 
ther computation we can already enumerate all negative dyadic rationals. In case x @ U 
these already give a p< -name for 0 = d( R”\U, x). In order to take also the case x E U 
into account we consider more and more of the closed balls Bc([,6) listed by p and 
compute lower bounds for the numbers 8 - d(<, ) x with higher and higher precision. 
These lower bounds are always lower bounds for d(W\U,x). In case x E U the supre- 
mum of these bounds is d(W\U,x) because q lists all closed dyadic balls contained in 
U, hence also balls with midpoint [ arbitrarily close to x and with radius ~9 arbitrarily 
close to d( W\U,x) if this is finite, and with 6 arbitrarily large if U = PP. 
“6dist,open < 8cutdist,open”: This k Clear. 
“dcutdist, open G 6Open": Using a &utdW, open -name for an open set U we can approximate 
cutdist( R”\U,x) for an arbitrary point x E l/Z” from below. We obtain a list of dyadic 
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balls contained in U whose union covers U by going through all dyadic points [ E R” 
and all dyadic rationals 19 E (0,l) and approximating cutdist( R”\U, i) from below. As 
soon as 6 turns out to be a lower bound for cutdist( R”\U, [), the ball B([, 29) is added 
to the list. 0 
Corollary 3.3. For an open subset U 2 R” the following conditions are equivalent. 
1. There is an r.e. set A of binary words with U = lJwEA @n(w). 
2. The set {w E (0, l}* 1 vet C U} is recursively enumerable, i.e. the set of all 
closed dyadic balls contained in U is recursively enumerable. 
3. The function distRniU is (p”, p’ )-computable. 
4. The function cutdistR.iU is (p”, p’ )-computable. 
Proof. By the Computable Points Lemma (Lemma 2.15) and by Corollary 2.10. 0 
A set U C R” having one (and then all) of the properties in Theorem 3.2 is called 
a recursively enumerable open or r.e. open set. Then its complement is called a 
co-r.e. closed set. 
We define four corresponding equivalent representations for closed subsets of KY’. 
Definition 3.4. Let n 3 1. We define the representations &iosed, bopen-~at~s,c~ose~, 6dist,closed, 
and 8cutdist,closed of the set of closed subsets of R” by (where C C R” is closed) 
Sclosed(p) = C iff 7cpp E dom p” U {(####. . .)} for all i, and the set 
{P”(q PI I i E N nzFp E dom p”} is a dense 
subset of C, 
~open-balls,closed(P) = c iff En(p)={wE{O,1}*~VBn(+v)~C#8}, 
~dist,closed(p) = C iff p is a (p”,p>)-tracking name for the function distc, 
6cu&tist,closed(p) = C iff p is a (p”, p' )-tracking name for the function 
cutdistc. 
Theorem 3.5. Let n > 1. The four representations &lose& &p.$n-b&&S& &St,clOSe& and 
~cutdist,closed are equivalent. 
fioof. “hsed < ~open-balls,closed”: Given a p”-name q of a point and a word w such 
that the point lies in the ball Q”(W), one can detect this by computing the point with 
sufficient precision. Hence, given a &t,,S,d-name for a closed C, which is a list of p”- 
names for points in a dense subset of C, we can compute a list which contains all 
vsn-names of all dyadic balls intersecting C by adding a string w to the list as soon as 
one of the points in the list described by p turns out to lie in van(w). 
“8 _ <6. open balls,closed . dlst,closed “: The proof is similar to the proof of “&,S&ballS,Open <
ddist,open ” in Theorem 3.2. 
“~dist,closed < dcutdist,closed”: This is clear. 
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“&utdist,closed d &losed”: Assume that a &UtdiSt,ct,,Sed-name for a closed set C is given. 
We have to compute a list of p”-names for points which form a dense subset of C. 
We obtain this list by doing the following for each dyadic point [ E R” and each 
m E N. We approximate cutdistc(i) from above. If 22” turns out to be larger than 
cutdistc(i), then we set (0 := i and compute a sequence [I, 12,. . . of dyadic points ii 
with /ii_ 1 -ii I< 2~“-’ and cutdistc(ii) < 2?‘-’ for i = 1,2,. . . . Such a sequence exists 
and we can find such a sequence, and from such a sequence we can easily compute 
a p”-name for its limit. The set of these limits is a dense subset of C. Note that in 
case C = 0 we do not find any such limit number, but also obtain a correct output 
sequence when we additionally require that the algorithm pads the output appropriately 
with symbols #. Cl 
A &tOSed-computable closed set C C R” is called r.e. closed. Its complement is called 
CO-r.e. open. In the same way as above one can deduce various characterizations of 
r.e. closed sets by using the Computable Points Lemma. 
Corollary 3.6. For a closed subset C C R” the following conditions are equivalent. 
1. There is an r.e. set A of binary words such that A C dom vpn and C is the closure 
of the set { vPn(w) 1w E A}, i.e. there is a dense r.e. set of computable points in C. 
2. The set {wE{O,~}* Iv~~(w)nC#0} . 1s recursively enumerable, i.e. the set of all 
open dyadic balls intersecting C is recursively enumerable. 
3. The function distc is (p”, p> )-computable. 
4. The function cutdistc is (p”, p’ )-computable. 
Proof. By the Computable Points Lemma (Lemma 2.15), by the smn Theorem for cp 
(cf. [22]), and by Corollary 2.10. 
A set A C N of natural numbers is recursive iff it is r.e. and co-r.e. We shall define 
the notion of recursiveness for open or closed subsets of R” such that the same holds for 
these sets. They will be the sets with computable names with respect to the following 
representations. 
By combining the above representations for open sets and for closed sets we obtain 
representations which contain more information. The same holds, if we offer more 
information about the distance functions. For example, we can define the following 
three equivalent representations for open sets. 
Definition 3.7. Let n 3 1. We define the representations 6,,,, d&,t,rec, dcut&t,rec of the 
set of open subsets of R” by 
&,,(p,q) = U ifi &dp) = iJ and &losed(q)= Rn\u, 
C?dist,rec(p) = U iff p is a (p”,p)-tracking name for the function distR.iU, 
6,-utdist,rec(p) = U iff p is a (p”,p)-tracking name for the function cutdistRaiU. 
Theorem 3.8. Let n > 1. The representations 6,,, ddist.rec, and 8,--tdist,rec ar  equivalent. 
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.5, and from the definition of j? 
and p. 0 
A &,-computable open set U C [w” is called recursively open. Its complement is 
called recursively closed. By definition, an open set U is recursively open iff it is r.e. 
open and its complement is r.e. closed, and if and only if its distance function distR”\” 
is computable. The last property corresponds to the property of the set rW’\U being 
“located” in constructive analysis, cf. [2]. 
In the following we consider two more classes of representations of open subsets of 
[w”. They are obtained by considering not just information about the open set itself and 
perhaps about its complement but also information about its closure or its boundary. 
But note that by the following lemma the Bore,, -information about an open set and the 
&iosed-information about its closure are not completely independent. 
Lemma 3.9. Let n 3 1. The operation “map an open subset U C R’” to its closure” 
is (dopen, C&sed)-computable. 
Proof. Given a &,ren -name for an open set U & IF!?” we can according to Theorem 3.2 
compute a list containing all closed dyadic balls in U. The centers of these balls 
constitute a dense subset of the closure of U. Hence, we can compute a &losed-name 
for the closure of U. 0 
Especially, by the Computable Points Lemma, the closure of an r.e. open set is r.e. 
closed. 
We start with a representation which is obtained by combining 6,,,,-information 
about an open set with &&&information about the boundary. The boundary 8A4 of 
an arbitrary set MC [w” is the set 
dM := {x E R” I f or every a>O,B(x,s)nM#0 and B(x,E)n(lR”\M)#0}. 
It is always closed. It turns out that the combination of &pen-information about an open 
set with &l,S,d-infoiniation about its boundary can also be expressed via the distance 
functions. We define the following three equivalent representations for open sets. Right 
now there does not seem to be a motivation to study this type of information about 
an open set, but we shall see later that it plays an essential role in connection with 
our effective Riemann Mapping Theorem. In the following, for sets X, Y, and U CX, 
and a function f : CA' + Y, we denote by f Iu the restriction of f to the set U, i.e. 
domf]u=Undomf, and flu(x)= f(x) for allxEUndomf. 
Definition 3.10. Let n 3 1. We define the representations &ren,a, bdisr,oren,i, &“tdiSt,open.(; 
of the set of open subsets of [w” by 
bpen,&q) = U ifi &&P)= U and &losed(q)=dU, 
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6dist,open,z (p, q) = U iff p is a (p”, p< )-tracking name for the function 
distRniv and q is a (p”,p)-tracking name for the 
restricted function distwOiu I,-,, 
bcutdist, open, 8 ( PY 4) = U iff p is a (p”,p< )-tracking name for the function 
cutdistnn\u and q is a (P”,P)-tracking name for the 
restricted function cutdistw.\(i 1 U. 
Theorem 3.11. Let IZ 3 1. The representations &en,?, C?dist,open,a, and Scutdist,open,(7 are 
equivalent. 
Proof. “i&,,$ d &jIst,Ope,,(;“: If (p, 9) is a 6 open,a-name for an open set U, then by 
Theorem 3.2 from p we can compute a (P”,P< )-tracking name p’ for the function 
distn.il/. Furthermore, we have to show that we can compute a @“,&-tracking name 
for the restricted function distiwniu 1~. By the smn Theorem for yl it is sufficient to show 
that given additionally a p”-name r for a point x E U, we can compute a p-name for 
distwOiu l&x). But using p’ we can compute a p’-name for distn,\&x). And according 
to Theorem 3.5, by using q we can compute a p’-name for distau(x). But because 
we can assume x E U we have distn.\(/lu(x) = distn.\&x) = distau(x). And from a 
p< -name and a p> -name for this value we can obtain a p-name for it. 
“6 dlst,open,d 6 ~cutdist,open,d”: This is clear. 
“dcutdist, open, d < hopen, 2”: According to Theorem 3.2 we can compute a &,pen-name for 
an open set u if We are given a 6 CUt ,,t,,pen,2-name d’ (p,q) for it. We have to show that 
we can also compute a &iOS&name for XJ. According to Theorem 3.5 and by the 
smn Theorem for r it is sufficient to show that, given such a (p,q) and a @-name r 
for a point z E R”, we can compute a p’ -name for cutdistau(z). Indeed, using p and 
Theorem 3.2, we can find a list of dyadic points [ which is dense in U (the centers 
of all closed dyadic balls in U). Using q and r, for each of these [ we can compute 
a p-name for 
d(b) + cutdistw\~ldi), 
which is equal to d([,z) + cutdistz(/([). From all these p-names we can also compute 
a p’-name for the number 
min( l,inf{d([,z) + cutdistau(LJ 1 i in this list}). 
This number is equal to cutdistau(z). 0 
Corollary 3.12. For un r.e. open subset U C IF’ the following conditions are equiva- 
lent. 
1. Its boundary %J is r.e. closed. 
2. The restricted function distRfliu(” is (p”,ji)-computable. 
3. The restricted function cutdistn”\(il” is computable. 
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Proof. By Theorems 3.2, 3.5, 3.11, by the Computable Points Lemma, and by 
Corollary 2.10. 0 
We do not explore all other possible combinations of information about an open set 
and its complement, boundary, closure. We formulate only one more class of repre- 
sentations. We shall not need it in the later sections, but it is interesting especially in 
connection with the last representations. The following representations give different 
possibilities to provide an amount of information about open sets which is equivalent 
to combining 6,,, -information about the open set and about the complement of its clo- 
sure. Therefore we shall also use the following symmetric distance functions for an 
arbitrary closed set C C R”: 
symdistc: R” + R, symdist&x) := 
d(C,x)=d(K,x) if x4 C, 
4(X,x) ifxEC, 
cutsymdistc: R” + R, cutsymdist&x) := 
min{ 1, symdist&x)} if x$C, 
max{ - 1, symdist,(x)} if x E C. 
The function symdist, measures for a point x how far it is away from C if it is not 
in C, and how far it is inside C, if it is inside. On the boundary of C it takes the 
value zero. We define five equivalent representations for open sets. 
Definition 3.13. Let n > 1. We define representations &irec, &pen,?,bIrec, &ec,birec, 
6 symdist , birec ) 6 cutsymdist,birec of the set of open subsets of [w” by 
dbirec (f& % r) = u ifld open(~) = U and &losed(q) = au 
and hopen = R’\closure of U, 
~open,?,birec(P,q) = U iff hpen,&) = U and &pen,z(q) = ~“\closure of U, 
drec,birec (p,q) = U iff 6,,,(p) = U and d,,,(q) = [W”\closure of U, 
dsymdist, birec( p) = U iff p is a @“,&-tracking name for the function 
symdistR.,t,, 
kutsymdist. birec ( P) = U iff p is a (p”,p)-tracking name for the function 
cutsymdist,,,,. 
Theorem 3.14. Let n 2 1. The ?Y?prf?St?iZ~UtiOl'lS &irec, dopen,c?,birec, drec,bir.ac, dsymdist,birec, 
and 6 cutsymdist, birec are equivalent. 
Proof. “6 <6 symdist, birec 1 cutsymdist, birec “: This is clear. 
“ . b cutsymdist, birec < hx ,birec”: From a (p”,p)-tracking name for the function cutsym- 
distRniU one can easily compute (P”,P)-tracking names for the functions cut- 
distRnici and cutdistctosure of U. According to Theorem 3.8 they can be used to obtain 
&,-names for U and R’\closure of U. 
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“6 ret, birec < dopen, ?, birec”: This follows from Theorems 3.8 and 3.11. 
“6 open,?,birec 6 bbipc”: This is trivial. 
“hbirec d bsymdist, birec”: Assume that a &&-name (p, q, r) and a p”-name s for a point 
x E R” are given. We have to compute a p- name for symdist,,,,(x). First, according to 
Theorem 3.11 we can compute a (p”,p)-tracking name p’ for the function distR,t\ulu, 
and according to Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.8, we can compute a (p”,p)-tracking 
name Y’ for the function distclosure of u. Given a number n, in finitely many steps, we 
can find either a point in dU which has distance less than 2-” from x, or we find a 
dyadic ball in U which contains x, or we find a dyadic ball in (R” \ closure of U) 
which contains x. In the first case we have determined that Isymdist,,,,(x)l is at most 
2~“, in the other two cases we can compute a p-name for symdist,,,,,(x), using p’ 
or r’. 
Applying the smn Theorem for y to this algorithm gives the reduction. 0 
A &,i,,-Computable open set ZJ & [w” is called birecursively open. Then its comple- 
ment is called birecursively closed. Using the Computable Points Lemma we also obtain 
statements of the type “ret = r.e.+complement r.e.“: the following three statements are 
equivalent for an open set U C BY. 
1. U is birecursively open. 
2. The set U and the complement of the closure of U are r.e. open, and the boundary 
a(/ of U is r.e. closed (note that these three sets are disjoint and their union is KY). 
3. The open set U and the complement of the closure of U have the following prop- 
erty: they are r.e. open and their boundary is r.e. closed. 
Now we compare the different classes of representations with each other. For two 
representations y and 6 we write y <6 iff y d 6 and Sq y. For sets S and T we write 
S c T iff S & T and T gS. 
Theorem 3.15. Let n 3 1. Then &rec < 6,,, <c&,~,,; <dope,, and 
{U C R” 1 U is birecursively open} 
C{ U C R” 1 U is recursively open} 
C{ U 2 R” I U is r.e. open and dill is r.e. closed) 
c{UC R” I U is r.e. open} 
Proof. The reducibilities &irec d a,,, d 6open,i < (SOpen follow immediately from the 
definitions, from Theorem 3.8, and from Theorem 3.11. Because of the Computable 
Points Lemma these reducibilities induce the inclusions in the second part of the as- 
sertion. The negative statements about the reducibilities follow from the Computable 
Points Lemma and from the fact that the inclusions are proper. This is shown by 
the following typical examples of open sets in each class. We formulate them for 
dimension n = 1. For n > 1 one can take the product of these sets with KY-‘. For 
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completeness sake we also give a birecursively open set. We use an injective total 
recursive function a : N 4 N such that its range {ai 1 i E N} is not recursive, e.g. equal 
to the halting problem {i 1 cpi(i) exists}. It is of course recursively enumerable. We set 
bi := C, < ; 2Vm for each i E N, and b := limi,o, bi. The real number b is contained 
in the interval (0,2). It is p’-computable, but not p-computable, i.e. not a computable 
real number. 
M, := (0,2), 
M2 := u (b; ~ 2-af-i, b,), 
iEN 
M3 := u (b; - 2-at-‘, b;), 
iEN 
A& := (0,b). 
The set Mi is obviously birecursively open. 
The set A42 is recursively open but not birecursively open. It is not birecursively open 
because otherwise the distance d(Ml,2) = 2 - b would be a computable real number. 
But this is not the case since b is p< -computable but not p-computable. The set MI 
is recursively open because its distance function distn\,,,, is a computable function. 
Namely, for a given p-name for a real number x and a given k we can compute 
&JUJ,,,(b, - 2-a--m, b,),x) with arbitrary precision, e.g. with precision 2Pk-‘, 
and because of 
disttq,+t,(x) - d(R\ U (b, - 2 a-‘,b,,,),x) ~2-“-~ 
mCk 
we obtain dist,\,,(x) with precision 2-k-l + 2-k-2 <2-k. 
The set A43 is r.e. open and its boundary is r.e. closed, but A43 is not recursively open. 
It is clear that A43 is r.e. open and that its boundary dA4s = {b} U {b; 1 i E N} U {b; ~ 
2-“J-’ 1 i E N} IS r.e. closed. We show that the set A43 is not recursively open. Let us 
assume that A43 is recursively open. Then its distance function distm, is a computable 
function. We shall show that for any k we can compute b with precision 2-k. This, 
of course, contradicts the fact that b is not a computable real number. 
Indeed, using the assumption that A43 is recursively open, for any k E N and any 
i E (0,2) n 2-k-3 . N, we can compute a dyadic rational ‘L9,: with Id( [w\Ms, [) - dk,;l < 
2-“-“. Let 50 be the either the largest number [E (0,2) n 2-k-3 . N such that tik,[ > 
2-k-4 or, if no such [ exists, set [O to be any dyadic number in Ms. In any case 
&I E A43. We can compute the unique 120 with is E (b,, - 2-%-‘, b,“). We claim that 
a, 3 k + 1 for all m > no. If there were an m > no with a,,, < k, then there were also 
a [e (b, - 2-“n1-‘,b,) n 2-k-3 . N with d( R\Mj, i) > 2Yke3 and hence with 
‘dk,; >d(R\M3, <) - 2-k-4 >2pkp3 - 2-h-4 =2-“-d. 
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Since this [ would be larger than CO we would have a contradiction. Therefore a, > k+ 1 
for all m >rzg. We conclude 
b=b,, + c 2F5 <b,,, f2-k 
.i>Rl 
Hence, the computed number b,, is a 2-k-approximation for b. 
Finally, the set A44 is obviously r.e. open, but its boundary 81V4 = (0, b} is not r.e. 
closed. Otherwise we could find computable points in this boundary arbitrarily close 
to b. This would imply that b itself is a computable real number. 0 
We conclude this section by relating the introduced notions of being r.e. open, r.e. 
closed, recursively open or closed, and so on with the classical notions for subsets 
of N. For a subset A C N we consider two operations which map this set to a subset 
of [w. We directly consider the set A as a (closed) subset of [w, and we consider the 
open set UA := UnEA B(n, l/4). We see that the following conditions are equivalent for 
a subset AC N: 
1. A C N is r.e., 
2. A C [w is r.e. closed, 
3. UA is r.e. open, 
4. U, is r.e. open and its boundary au, is r.e. closed. 
Also the following conditions are equivalent for A C N: 
1. A C N is recursive, 
2. N\A is recursive, 
3. R\A is r.e. open and its boundary a( R\A) = A is r.e. closed, 
4. R\A is recursively open, 
5. R\A is birecursively open, 
6. U, is recursively open, 
7. UA is birecursively open. 
Therefore, we consider the notions of being r.e. open or of being r.e. closed as corre- 
sponding to recursive enumerability, while the notions of recursive open- or closedness 
and birecursiveness correspond to recursiveness for subsets of N. For the property of 
being r.e. open and having an r.e. closed boundary one might say that it lies in between 
these notions or that it is a very strong version of being r.e. 
4. Results from computable complex analysis 
In this section we show several results from computable complex analysis which we 
shall need for the proof of the Effective Riemann Mapping Theorem and which are of 
independent interest. We start with effective versions of two elementary results about 
analytic functions: computability of the derivative and computability of the analytic 
branch of the square root function for a simply connected open set and a starting 
point. Then we prove an effective version of the Open Mapping Theorem and conclude 
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that the inverse of a conformal mapping can be computed if the mapping and its 
open domain are given. Afterwards we show a result which does not seem to have a 
direct counterpart in classical, non-effective complex analysis. It can be considered as 
a stronger version of the Effective Open Mapping Theorem for conformal mappings. 
We conclude with an effective version of a lemma by Bishop and Bridges [2] related 
to Harnack’s Theorem. 
From now on, in this section and the two following sections, we shall always identify 
the set of complex numbers @ = {z =x + iy 1 x, y E R} with the real plane IQ*. Com- 
putability on C is therefore introduced via the representation p2. Following Ahlfors [ 1 ] 
we call a subset U C C a region iff it is nonempty, open, and connected. We assume 
that every holomorphic function has an open domain of definition. A holomorphic 
function is called conformal iff it is injective. But note that the term “conformal” has 
mainly a geometric meaning. For this and other notions from complex analysis the 
reader is referred to Ahlfors [l] or any other textbook on complex analysis. 
First, we show a uniform version of the fact that the derivative of a computable 
holomorphic function is also a computable function, see Pour-El and Richards [ 171. 
Proposition 4.1. There exists a computable functional Der with the following pro- 
perty: if p is a &Pen -name for an open set UC: @ and q is a (p2,p2)-tracking name 
for a holomorphic jimction f: U -+ @, then Der(p,q) exists and is a (p2, p2)-tracking 
name for the derivative f’: U + @. 
Proof. We show that there exists a computable functional G with the following prop- 
erty: if p and q are as above and r is a p2-name for a point z E U, then G(p, q, r) 
exists and is a p*-name for f’(z). Applying the smn Theorem for q to G yields the 
desired functional Der. 
Assume that p, q and r are given and describe an open set U, a holomorphic 
function f: U + C and a point z E U. Using p and r we can find a closed dyadic ball 
Bc([, 6) (that means: 4’ E D + iD and 19 E D) contained in U which contains z in its 
interior. Using q we can compute the integral 
s dB(<,?r) z - z 
with arbitrary precision, i.e. we can compute a p*-name for it, compare Weihrauch 
[24,25]. Division by 2Tci is computable. Hence, by Cauchy’s integral formula we can 
compute a p2-name for f’(z). 0 
We shall need to compute analytic branches of the square root function on simply 
connected regions. We formulate a uniform version. The same can be done for ana- 
lytic branches of the logarithm. For a simply connected region U which contains a 
positive real number zo and not the point 0 we denote the uniquely defined analytic 
branch of the square root function on U which gives the positive square root for zo by 
XfU,za. 
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Proposition 4.2. There is a computable functional Sqrt with the following property: 
if P is a hopen - ame for a simply connected region U with 0 +Z U and q is a p-name 
for a positive real number zo E U, then Sqrt(p,q) exists and is a (p2,p2)-tracking 
name jtir J”“. 
Proof. Let p, q be given as described and let r be a p*-name for a point z E U. Using 
them we can find a finite list of dyadic complex points it,. . . , [, such that the piecewise 
linear path y leading from zo over the sequence of points [; to z is contained in U. 
Using q we can compute a p*-name for 
z1 := log (zo) + 
1 
.! dz, ., z 
where log denotes the real logarithm. Then we can also compute a p*-name for eZ1i2. 
This is just the value $“‘ZO. 
We have shown that there is a computable functional which, given p and q as in the 
theorem and a p*-name for a point z E U, computes a p2-name for v’?‘*‘. Applying 
the smn Theorem for y gives the computable functional Sqrt. 0 
The Open Mapping Theorem (see e.g. [l, p. 1321) asserts that the image of an open 
set under a nonconstant holomorphic mapping is open as well. 
Theorem 4.3 (Effective Open Mapping Theorem). There exists a computable func- 
tional F with the following property: if p is a &,pen-name for an open set U C C 
and q is a (p2,p2)-tracking name jbr a nonconstant holomorphic function f with 
U C dom f, then F(p,q) is d@ined and a &,pen-name for f(U). 
By applying the Computable Points Lemma we see: 
Corollary 4.4. If a set U Cr C is r.e. open and f is a computable holomorphic function 
with U C dom f, then also f(U) is r.e. open. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We assume that a dope,, -name p for an open set U C @ and a 
(p*,p*)-tracking name q for a nonconstant holomorphic function are given. We have 
to describe a computable functional F which, using these data, computes a &,pen-name 
r for the set f(U). 
By Theorem 3.2 we can compute a Sctose+t,atts,open -name for U. By reading this name 
we obtain a list 
Wiot~o), W~I ,& 1, WI2, fl2), . . . 
containing all closed balls Bc(c, 19) with [ G D + i. D and 0 < r9 E D which are contained 
in U. This list is either infinite or empty, namely empty when the set U is empty. 
We show how to construct a new list of open balls which are contained in ,f (U) and 
cover f(U). For each pair of numbers (i, n) we shall either add a ball to the new list 
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(then a vgz-name can be appended to the so-far written prefix of r) or we add nothing 
to the list (then the symbol # can be appended to the so-far written prefix of r). It is 
clear that Y, defined by this process, will be a &,,,-name for U. 
For each pair (i, n) of numbers we do the following. If Bc(&,tii) does not exist, i.e. 
if the list above is empty, then we add nothing to the new list. Let us assume that 
Bc(ii, r9i) exists. Using q we can compute the minimum min,E~nC;I,~,) If(z) - f([;)l of 
the continuous function z H If(z) - f([, )I on the compact boundary aB([,,t$) of the 
ball B([i,tYi) with arbitrary precision (cf. [24, Theorem 6.81). We compute a natural 
number I with 
;&$?,,) If(z) - f(L)1 E (Cl- 1>.2-“3(1+ 1).2-“). 8% / 
If I < 6, then we add nothing to the new list. If I3 7, then, using q again, we compute 
a dyadic complex number 5 (that means: 5 E D + i . LCD) with 
lr - f(i,)l<2-“, 
we set 5(i,n) := < and we add the ball B(t(i,n),2’-“) to the new list. This ends the 
description of the algorithm F for computing r. 
We have to show that the new list of balls really covers exactly the set f(U). We 
shall show: 
1. For any i,n, if 5~~) exists, then B(5fi,,),2’-‘) cf(B(&,di)). 
2. For every point ZOE U there exists a pair (i,n) with S(Z~)EB(~(~,~),~‘-“). 
Fix a pair (i,n) of numbers and assume that 5~~) exists. Let zt E B({c~.~), 
2’-“). Then for ~2 E aB([;, Si) 
lf’tz2) - ‘1 I 3 I,f(Z2) - f(ii>l - lf(51) - i’(,,n) 1 - It(i,n) - Z] 1 
> 6.2-n _ 2-n _ 21-n = 3.2-n. 
Hence, if there were no point 5~ B(ci, ?Ii) with f(5) =zr, then z H l/(f(z) - ZI ) 
would define a holomorphic mapping on an open neighborhood of Bc([i,t9,). By the 
maximum principle (e.g. [ 1, p. 1341) the maximum of the absolute value of this function 
on Bc(&,z!J,) would be taken on the boundary aB([;,t9;). But we have 
IJ’(ii) - ‘1 I d If(ii) - ((;,a) I + ltli,n) - Z1 I<2-” + 2’-” 
= 3.2-“< mm r*E(?B(i ,ti ) If(z2) - z1 I. /. , 
Hence, there exists a number i~B([~,r9~) with f(z) =zr . This proves the first claim. 
For the second claim fix a point zo E U. Since the function f is holomorphic and 
nonconstant there exists a dyadic number 29’ such that the closed ball Bc(zo,t9’) is 
contained in U and does not contain any number z # zo with ,f(z) = f(zs). Especially, 
there is a natural number n with 
9.2~“< ;,$_n,,,,, Ifh) ~ .fG>l. 
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Let 6 > 0 be so small that also Bc(zs, #+S)CU. The function f is uniformly continuous 
on Bc(zo,z9’+6) C U. Therefore, there exists a positive 6’ ~6 with If(zi )-f(z2)l <2-” 
for all zi,zz ~Bc(zo,z9 + S) with 1 zl - 22 1 < 6’. Let i’ be a complex dyadic number in 
B(zo, 6’). Since Bc([‘, 8’) & U there is an index i with ii = [’ and r9i = ‘L9’. We see 
7.T” < g$?lti ) If(L) - f(z>l. 
23 / 
Hence, r(i,n) exists and we obtain 
IftzO> - t(i,n) I G IfCzO> - f(ii>l + If(ii> - 4(i,n) I <2-” + 2-” =2’-“. 
We have shown f(zo)~B(5(,,~),2’-~). 0 
If a holomorphic function f : U 4 @ (where U & @ is open) is injective, then its 
inverse f-’ : f(U) -+ @ is also holomorphic. Hence, then f : U + f(U) and f -’ : 
f(U) + U are conformal bijections. 
Theorem 4.5. There exists a computable functional Inverse with the jiAlowing pro- 
perty: if p is a hopen - ame for an open set U C C and q is a (p2,p2)-tracking name 
for an injective holomorphic function f : U + @, then Inverse(p,q) is defined and a 
(p2, p2)-tracking name for the inverse function f -’ : f(U) + @. 
Proof. We shall describe a computable functional G which on input (p, q, r) computes 
a p2-name for f-‘(z) if p and q are names as in the theorem and r is a p2-name 
for a number z E f (U). An application of the smn Theorem for q yields the desired 
computable functional Inverse. 
Let p be a &ren -name for an open set U C @, let q be a (p2, p2)-tracking name for an 
injective holomorphic function f : U --f C, and let r be p2-name for a point z E f (U). 
It is sufficient to show that for arbitrary n E N we can find a dyadic ball with radius 
less than 2~” containing f-‘(z). Indeed, using p we can by Theorem 3.2 compute a 
6 closed-balls,open-name for U. Using this name, we can COtnpUte a list (B([i, tii))i of balls 
with dyadic center ii and dyadic radius 0<19i <2-” which cover exactly U. By the 
Effective Open Mapping Theorem, just proved, for each of these balls B([i,bi) we can 
compute a list (B([i,j, tii,j))j of open balls covering exactly f (B([i, 8i)). Eventually, we 
will find a pair (i,j) such that the ball B([i,j, 19i.j) contains z. Then B([i,tii) contains 
f-‘(z). Thus, for arbitrary n we can find a ball with dyadic center and dyadic radius 
less than 22” which contains f-‘(z). This ends the proof. 0 
Hence, if U is r.e. open and f : U + @ is a computable conformal mapping, then 
also f -’ : f(U) + @ is a computable conformal mapping. 
Now we shall prove a stronger version of the Effective Open Mapping Theorem for 
conformal mappings. First, we formulate a non-effective consequence of the Koebe i 
Theorem about the distance functions distciU and distcifCu) of an open set U and its 
image f(U) under a conformal mapping f. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let U c C be a proper, open subset of C and f : U 4 @ be a conformal 
mapping. Then F(U) c @ is also proper and for every us U 
Proof. First assume that f(U) = C. Then f would be a conformal bijection between U 
and @. This would imply U = @ in contradiction to our assumption. Hence, f(U) C rC. 
If U is empty then also f(U) is empty, and nothing needs to be shown. Therefore we 
assume that U is nonempty. We fix a point u E U and define Y := d(@\U, u). Because of 
r # 0, f’(u) # 0 (this holds true because f is injective) and z E B(0, 1) ti rz+u E B(u, r) 
we can define a function g : B(0, 1) + C by 
g(z) := 
1 
____ . (f (rz + u) - f(u)) 
r.f’(U) 
for all z~B(0,l). The function g is conformal and satisfies g(0) = 0 and 
Hence, the Koebe i Theorem (cf. [2, Ch. 5, Theorem 7.14; lo]) implies 
B(0, ;) c: g(B(0, 1)). 
This is equivalent to 
g’(O)= 1. 
C f (B(a, r)). 
Using B(u,r)GU we conclude B(f(u),i(r.lf’(u)l))5 f(U), hence 
r-‘<@) <d(C\f(U),f(u)). 
That is the left inequality. 
For the right inequality we notice that the set V := f (U) is open and the inverse 
function f -’ : f (U) + @ is a conformal mapping. By substituting V, ,j-‘, and the 
point v := f (u) for U, f, and u in the left inequality, we read 
$.i(f-‘)‘(u)l.d(@\V,u)dd(C\f-‘(V),f-’(v))=d(@\U,u). 
Using (f-‘)‘(v)= l/f’(u) we obtain 
d(C\V,v)64.lf’(u)l.d(@\U,u). 
That is the right inequality. 0 
The following result is a version of the Effective Open Mapping Theorem for Con- 
formal Mappings. It is the key for the proof of the effective version of the classically 
simple direction of the Riemann Mapping Theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a computable functional F with the following property: 
tf p is a Sopen.; - name for an open set U C @ and q is a (p2, p2)-tracking name j&r 
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un inject& hofomorphic function f with iJ C dom ,f, then F(p, q) is defined and a 
6 open,r? -name for .f (U ). 
Applying the Computable Points Lemma yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.8. Zf U C Cc is an Y. e. open set with un r. e. closed boundary and f : U + C 
is a computable conformal mapping, then also f(U) is r. e. open and its boundury 
8 f(U) is r. e. closed. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. By Theorem 3.11 it is sufficient to show that a computable 
functional exists which computes a 8disr,open,c +-name for f(U), given the input p and 
- 
q as above. Such a name consists of two components: a (p2, p<)-tracking name for 
the distance function disto\f((I, and a (p2,p)-tracking name for the restricted distance 
function distc\,tu)l,f(u), restricted to f(U). By the Effective Open Mapping Theorem 
we can compute a a,,,,-name r (‘I for f(U), and hence by Theorem 3.2 we can compute 
the first component, a (p’,p<)-tracking name r c2) for the distance function distqfcu,. 
It is now sufficient to show that there is a computable functional G which computes 
a (p2,p>)-tracking name r c3) for the restricted distance function disto:\f(u)) f(u), since 
using rt2) and rc3) one can easily compute the desired second component, a (p2J)- 
tracking name for the restricted distance function dist,qf(cr,I,,-c”). 
We shall show that there is a computable functional H which on input: a &ren,i- 
name p for an open set U 2 @, a (p2, p2)-tracking name q for an injective holomorphic 
function f with U C dom f, and a p2-name r for a complex number z, computes a 
p’-name for d(@\f(U), ) ‘f z 1 z is an element of f(U). Applying the smn Theorem 
for q to H gives the desired computable functional G. 
We do not need to specify what H does if z is not an element of f(U). So assume 
that p, q and r are given as described and that z E f (U). By Theorem 3.2 and using 
p we can compute an infinite list 
Mio, 1901, W~I, 4 >, WI2,792 1,. , . 
containing exactly all closed dyadic balls contained in U. This list is infinite because 
we can already assume that z E f (U) and hence U # 0. For each i we do the following, 
using the name q for ,f: 
1. We compute a p-name for the absolute value of the derivative f ‘(ii), according to 
Proposition 4.1. Note that f’([;) # 0 since f is injective on U. 
2. We compute a p-name for d(f([i),z). 
3. We compute a p-name for d(@\U,[,). 
4. Using these three names we compute a p-name q”) for 
ai 1x4. If’(il)i .d(C\U, ii) + d(f(li),z). 
Using all these names q(‘) we can compute a p> -name s for the infimum a:= inficN a, 
and set H(p,q,r) :=s. 
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In order to show the correctness of the algorithm we have to show only a = 
d(C\f(U),z). We distinguish the cases U = @ and U # C. In the first case we have 
d(@\U, ii) = co for all i, hence ai = w for all i, hence a = CQ. Since f(U) is a confor- 
ma1 image of U we also have f(U) = C, and hence d(@\f( U),z) = 00. Thus, in the 
first case U = @ we have a = cc = d(C\f( U),z). In the second case U # C each of 
the distances d(C\U, ii) is finite, hence each ai is finite, hence a is a real number. Also, 
the conformal image f(U) of U # @ is a proper subset of @. Hence, d(@\f (U),z) is 
a real number. A triangle inequality and the right inequality of Lemma 4.6 yield 
d(@\f(u),z) 6 d(~\f(u>,f(L>> + W(i;>,z> 6 a, 
for all i, hence d(C\f( U),z) d a. Fix a real number c > 0 
zo~C\f(U) with d(C\f(U),z)=d(zo,z). Then zo~af(U). 
d(zo,f(i))<e} is open and nonempty. Therefore, there is a 
contained in this set. For this i, a triangle inequality yields 
and a complex number 
Hence, the set {Z E UI 
ball BC([;,t9i) which is 
d(C\J‘(Uhz)=d(zo,z) 3 d(f(ii),z) -d(zo,.f(ii))>d(f(i,),z) - ~9 
and the left inequality of Lemma 4.6 yields 
d(f(ii),z) = a, - 4. If’(ii)l .d(@\U, L> 
3 ai - 4.4. d(c\.f(U), f(ii)) 
3 ai - 16.d(zo,f(ii)) 
> a, - 16.8. 
We have shown that for every E>O there exists an index i with ai < d(@\f( U),z) + 
17. E. We conclude d(@\f(U),z) > infigN ai = a. This ends the proof of a = 
d(@\f(U),z) and of the theorem. 0 
We end this section with a result which will be needed in the last part of the proof 
of the Riemann mapping theorem. It is related to Hamack’s Theorem. For the proof 
we need the following consequence of Poisson’s integral formula, see [2]. 
Lemma 4.9 (Bishop and Bridges [2, Ch. 5, Proposition 7.21). Let R be a positive reul 
number, zo E @, and f : c C + C be a function which is holomorphic on a neighbor- 
hood of Bc(zo, R). Then for any z E B(zo, R) 
If( d If(zo>I . R- IZI m + max{lf(z)llzEBc(zo,R)}~ $$$. 
Actually, we use only the following corollary 
Corollary 4.10. Let R be a positive real number, zo E @, and f : C @ + @ be a ,func- 
tion which is holomorphic on a neighborhood of Bc(zc,R) and with max{ If (z)l/ 
z E Bc(zs, R)} 6 1. Then for any z E Bc(zo, R/2) 
If (z>l G ; . If( + $ 
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Proof. For zf Bc(ze,R/2) one has by the lemma. 
R- Izt If( d If@o>l . ~ 2lzl - 
R + Iz/ + R + 1~1 
R- I4 = 1 -(I - l.mO>l)~-- 
RS IzI 
R -R/2 
< 1 - (1 - If(zo ~ 
R + R/2 
= f.If.(zo)l+;. q 
We use the following representation S$ of compact subsets of [w2 (more generally, 
of KY) taken from Weihrauch and Brattka [26]: 
h$(w#p)=K iff KC vp(w) and &r,,,(p)= [w’\K. 
The following proposition is a translation of Corollary 7.3 in Ch. 5 of Bishop and 
Bridges [2]. It is related to Harnack’s Theorem, compare Henrici [lo]. 
Proposition 4.11. Given a fiopen - ame p for a region U C: @ and a ~3; -name q for a 
compact subset K C U, one can compute a number n E N such that 
3” - 1 
max{lS(z)llz~K} d 7 + $m min{lf(z)~lz~K} 
for all holomorphic functions f : U + C with sup{ 1 f (z)I Iz E U} < 1. 
Proof. For a region U we set g(U) := {f : U + @If is holomorphic and (f (z)l 6 1 
for all ZE U}. 
First, we show the following: given a &ren -name p for a region U and two dyadic 
complex numbers CO and 5 in U we can compute a number m such that 
If (01 d y + & . If (io)l 
for all f EF(U). First, we compute a positive dyadic number 60 with Bc([o,2&) C U. 
Then, since U is connected, we can use p and Theorem 3.2 in order to find a finite 
list of pairs (it ,6r), . . . , (cl,t9/) such that c~B([r,r9,) and for each iE{l,...,i} 
[iEB([i-l,tii-r) and Bc([i,26i)c U. 
We claim that m := 1 + 1 has the demanded property. By Corollary 4.10 one obtains 
via induction /f (ii)/ 6 ((3’ - 1)/3’) + l/3’. jf(~o)j for all i E (1,. . . ,1} and finally also 
If (01 G s + j& . If (io)l. 
This proves the first claim. 
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Given valid p and q, we can compute a finite set of pairs (cl, 6, ), . . , (cl, 79,) 
such that the union of the balls B(cj,9j) covers K and even each of the larger 
balls B([i, 3 ‘19J) is contained in U. For any two i, j E { 1,. . . , I} let m(i, j) be a num- 
ber as computed according to the algorithm described in the first step of the proof. 
We claim that n := 2 + max{m(i, j) 1 i, j E { 1,. . , I}} has the desired property. 
Indeed, let zo,zi EK be two numbers in K. Let io,il E { 1,. . ., I} be indices with 
zo E B([i,, 70, ) and ~1 E B([i, ,29i, ). Then BC(ZO, 2 .6,, ) C. U. By applying Corollary 4. IO 
we obtain If(L,)I d ~lf(zo)l + $ and If(z~ )I d flf([i, )I + +. Together with 
If(b )I G 
y(io,il) _ 1 
p(jo,i,) + & ’ If( 
we obtain 
It-h >I G 
32+m(io.il) _ 1 1 
32+m(io.il) +3 Z+m(io,il) 
. If@O>l~ 
This proves the claim because zo and zi are arbitrary elements of K. 0 
5. The effective Riemann Mapping Theorem 
We formulate several effective versions of the Riemann Mapping Theorem as 
described in the introduction, among them the main result of the paper. 
From now on we denote by D = B(0, 1) C: @ the unit disk in the complex plane. 
If z is a complex number and we write z > 0, then this means that z is a positive real 
number. 
Theorem 5.1. There exist computable functionals F and G with the following pro- 
perties: 
1. If p is a 6 open,2-name for a simply connected region U which is a proper subset 
of the complex plane, and q is a p2-name for a point zo E U, then F(p,q) exists 
and is a (p2,p2)-tracking name for the unique conformal bijection f : D + U with 
,f(O)=zo and f’(O)>O. 
2. If p is a (p2,p2)-tracking name for a conformal mapping f defined on D, then 
G(p) is dejined, nfG(p) is a 6 open,~-name for the proper, simply connected region 
f(D), and nzG(p) is a p2-name for the point f(0). 
This is the main result of the paper. It will be proved in the following section. We 
have formulated the first part with the conformal bijection mapping D onto U. By 
Theorem 4.5 we could also formulate a version with the inverse mapping. It is also 
worthwhile to remember that Theorem 3.11 gives other representations of open sets 
which are equivalent to &,ren,;. 
If we forget about the point which is supposed to correspond to 0 in the unit 
disk and define two representations 6’ , open ? and Sconr of proper, simply connected 
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regions by 
&pen. G := the restriction of i&en,: to names of proper, 
simply connected regions CC, 
&&Y) =f(LI) iff p is a (p2,p2)-tracking name 
for a conformal mapping f on D, 
then we can express the most important aspects of Theorem 5.1 compactly as follows. 
Corollary 5.2. The representations 6&,en.i and &f of proper, simply connected re- 
gions are equivalent. 
Proof. Given a 6’ open,il-name y of a proper, simply connected region U c Cc we can 
immediately compute a name q for a point zo E U. Applying the functional F from 
Theorem 5.1 to p and q we can compute a ?&r-name for U. The other reduction 
follows immediately from the other part of Theorem 5.1. 0 
This corollary expresses that the topological information contained in a dir,,, ;-name 
for a simply connected region, that is, enumerating a covering sequence of open balls 
in the set and a dense sequence of points in its boundary, is equivalent to the geometric 
information which describes a conformal bijection onto the set from the unit disk. 
Let us consider the simply connected regions and functions with computable names. 
We call a finite string v a program for an r.e. open set U (or an r.e. closed set C 
or a computable function defined on the unit disk) if v is a vg,,,,-name for U (resp. 
a ~b~,,,,~~-narne fo  C resp. if h, is a (p2,p2)-tracking name for the function), compare 
Definition 2.14. 
Corollary 5.3. If U is a nonempty, proper, r.e. open, connected, and simply connected 
subset of @, its boundary 8U is r.e. closed, and zo E U is u computable point, then 
the unique conformal bijection ,f : D + U bvith f (0) = zo and ,f’(O) > 0 is computable. 
Given programs for U as an r.e. open set, for i3U as an r.e. closed set, and for ZO, 
one can compute a program for f. 
On the other hand, if f : D+ @ is a computable conjormal mapping, then f(0) 
is a computable point, f(D) is cc nonempty, proper, r.e. open, connected, and simply 
connected subset of C, and its boundary af(D) is r.e. closed. Given a progrum for 
f one can compute programs jar f(O), for ,f(D), and for af(D). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.1, from Lemma 2.15 and from Corollary 2.10. 
0 
By forgetting the point corresponding to 0 we can characterize which subsets of 
the complex plane are computably isomorphic to the unit disk and obtain the theorem 
stated in the introduction. 
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Theorem 5.4. For a subset U C @ of the complex plane the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
1. u is u nonempty, proper, r.e. open, connected, simply connected subset qf’ C and 
its boundary JU is r.e. closed. 
2. There exists a computable conformal bijection f from the unit disk onto U. 
Moreover, there exists an algorithm such thut if the algorithm is given a program 
jbr such a set U as an r.e. open set and a progrum for its boundary us an r.e. closed 
set, then the algorithm will compute a program for a conformal bijection of the unit 
disk onto U. There exists also an algorithm performing the inverse task. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Corollary 5.2, from Lemma 2.15 and from 
Corollary 2.10. 0 
One should bear in mind that by Theorem 4.5 also the inverse of a computable con- 
formal mapping on an r.e. open set is computable. Using Theorem 3.11 and the Com- 
putable Points Lemma one can obtain further effective topological properties which are 
equivalent to the two effective properties above that the set is r.e. open and its bound- 
ary is r.e. closed; compare Corollary 3.12. For example one can demand that the set 
CJ is r.e. open and the restricted function cutdistc\ulu is computable. If U is a proper 
subset of @ it is equivalent to demand that U is r.e. open and the function distciu/u 
is computable. This combination corresponds to constructive conditions formulated by 
Cheng [3] and by Bishop and Bridges [2]. They formulate their main result with a 
property called “mappability”, but they show that for a simply connected region U it 
is equivalent to a property called “maximal extent property”. This can be translated 
into the language of computability as the condition that U is a proper subset of C and 
that the restricted distance function distc\u Iu, restricted to U, is computable (to be 
precise: for this property they use the distance induced by the embedding of @ into the 
Riemann ball). The picture is complete when one additionally interprets constructive 
openness by r.e. openness. 
Theorem 5.4 gives a partial answer to a problem posed by Pour-El and Richards 
[ 17, Problem 51. Compare also statement 3 in the introduction. It is interesting that 
the answer is given by a class of sets which lies strictly between the class of proper, 
r.e. open, simply connected regions and proper, recursively open, simply connected 
regions, as we shall see immediately. 
Zhou [28, Problem 5.41 asked whether the image f(D) of the unit disk D under a 
computable conformal mapping f on D is a recursively open set. Theorem 5.4 and 
the following proposition show that this is not the case. The proposition shows that 
the proper hierarchy considered in Theorem 3.15 for arbitrary dimension n 3 1 is still 
proper in dimension 2 if we restrict ourselves to proper, simply connected regions. Let 
.%’ denote the set of proper, simply connected regions in the complex plane. 
Proposition 5.5. 
{U E 9 1 U is birecursively open} 
C { U E 3 1 U is recursively open} 
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c{U EB ) U is r.e. open and au is r.e. closed} 
C{(/E$ U is r.e. open}. 
Proof. The inclusions follow from Theorem 3.15. That they are proper is shown by 
the following counterexamples. For i = 2,3,4, we define 
~~:={z=n+iy~O<n<2 and O<y<l}U {z=x+iyIXEMi and O<y<lO}, 
where the sets I&, M3, and I& are the typical one-dimensional examples of sets defined 
in the proof of Theorem 3.15. The sets &tj are proper, simply connected regions. The 
set A& is recursively open but not birecursively open, A& is r.e. open and has an r.e. 
closed boundary, but it is not recursively open, and the set A& is r.e. open but its 
boundary is not r.e. closed. 0 
6. Proof of the effective Riemann Mapping Theorem 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 5.1. At the end of the section we make two 
remarks about the proof. 
First we prove the second assertion of Theorem 5.1. It is well known that f(D) is a 
proper, simply connected region if f is a conformal mapping on D. The work which 
needs to be done beyond this has been done already in the proof of Theorem 4.7. Let 
H be a computable functional whose existence was proved in Theorem 4.7, let q be a 
computable c&,~,,~ ?-name for the unit disk D, and let r be a computable $-name for 
the point 0 E @. We define the functional G by 
G(P) := (H(q, P), YIP(Y)). 
The functional G is computable by the utm Theorem for 9. It has the properties stated 
in the second part of Theorem 5.1. Thus, the second part of Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
We come to the first part of Theorem 5.1, to the construction of the conformal 
bijection of the unit disk onto a proper, simply connected region U, given only topo- 
logical information about U and given the point zo E U (the uniqueness of the specified 
function is well known and follows from the Schwarz Lemma). 
We split the construction of the functional F into two steps. 
1. We show that there is computable functional FL with the following property: if 
p is a G,p,,,2-name for a proper simply connected region U c C and q is a p*- 
name for a point zo E U, then F1 (p,q) exists and is a (p2, p2)-tracking name for a 
conformal mapping f : U + @ so that f(U) is a proper subset of the unit disk D, 
that f(zn) = 0 and that f’(za) > 0. 
2. We show that there is computable functional F2 with the following property: if p 
is a 6 open,p-name for a simply connected region U which contains the point 0 and 
is a proper subset of the unit disk D, then Fz(p) exists and is a (p2,p2)-tracking 
name for a conformal mapping f : U --i C with f(U) = D, with f(0) = 0 and with 
f’(O)>O. 
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Before we prove the existence of the two functionals F1 and F2 we show how to 
obtain the final computable functional F of the first part of Theorem 5.1 from them. 
Let H be a computable functional whose existence was proved in Theorem 4.7, let 
Compos denote the computable functional from Corollary 2.13, and let Inverse denote 
the computable functional from Theorem 4.5. Assuming that we have FI and F2 with 
the properties above, we define the functional F by 
F(p,q) :=Inverse(p~Compos(F2 oH(p,F~(p,q)),Fl(p,q))). 
It is clear that F is computable. Given names p and q as in the first part of 
Theorem 5.1 we first compute F1 (p, q), which is a name for a conformal mapping 
fl on lJ=6 open,$ p), then F2 o H(p, FI (p, q)), which is a name for a conformal bi- 
jection f 2 from f I( U) onto D, then a name for their composition f 2 o f 1 and finally 
a name for the inverse mapping f := (f2 o f I)-', which is the desired conformal 
bijection from D onto U with f(0) =za and f’(0) >O. 
We come to the first step, to the construction of the computable functional F,. 
It is sufficient to describe how F1 works for valid input. Let p be a G,p,n,;-name for 
a proper, simply connected region U and let q be a p2-name for a point za E U. The 
geometric idea is the following: we compute a point not in U (actually a point in 
the boundary au), shift it to 0, take an appropriate square root. Then the complement 
of the image contains an open set. By shifting again appropriately and inverting we 
obtain a conformal image of U which is contained in some bounded disk. Shifting a 
third time and multiplying with a suitable factor gives a conformal image of U which 
is a proper subset of the unit disk. Furthermore, we can achieve that the given point 
zo is mapped to zero and the overall mapping has positive derivative in za. 
We show that the sketched construction above can be performed effectively. Using 
nip (the “d-component” of the 6 open,F-name for U) we can compute a p2-name r(’ ) 
of a point in the boundary 8U of U. Let zl:=p*(r(‘)) be this point. Using q we can 
compute a p-name Y c2) for c( := Izo-zi 1 and a p-name r c3) for a real number fi with 
zo -ZI = x e’p. The mapping 
h, :C + C with hl(z):=eeB.(z -ZI> 
is a conformal mapping. The image V:= h,(U) is a simply connected region with 
0 = hi(zi) $ V and 2 =hl(zo) E V. Therefore the analytic branch ,,?” according to 
Proposition 4.2 of the square root function on V is well-defined. The function ,,fKX 
is injective on V because applying ,f” and then squaring gives the identity on V. 
Furthermore, 
if z E vfVv’“, then the symmetric point - z is not contained in XI?‘“. (1) 
Assume on the contrary that there is a complex number z E flK with -z E \/17r”. 
Note that z # -z because of 0 $! V. Then there are different numbers z2 # z3 in V with 
vE/‘” =z and A”” = -z. But squaring gives z2 = z* = ( -z)~ = ~3, a contradiction. 
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We have &?‘“= ,,GE fir/‘“. Therefore, ( 1) tells us - fi $ v#‘“. Hence, the 
function hz : V+@ with 
h2(Z) := l/(@” + v5) 
is well-defined. It is a conformal mapping. Therefore the set h*(V) is a conformal 
image of V, hence a simply connected region. We claim that it is contained in a 
bounded disk and that we can compute a radius of such a disk (using the names p, q 
and the already computed names Y(‘),Y(~), and Y(~)). 
First let us go back to the function hi. Using the p2-names Y(I) for zi and rc3) for p 
we can compute a (p2, p2 )-tracking name r (4) for the function hi (by the smn Theorem 
for q). Applying the computable functional of Theorem 4.7 to the &r,,,;-name p 
for U and to rc4) gives us a 6,ren,?-name r (5) for V. The computable functional of 
Proposition 4.2, applied to r(‘) and r.(2) yields a (p2,p2)-tracking name Y(~) for J-‘“. 
Applying the functional of Theorem 4.7 to y(j) and Y(~) yields a &,,,,a-name r(‘) for 
the set 0”. From the already computed p-name rc2) for LY we can also compute 
a p-name r(x) for fi. Using y(g) and the first component of Y(‘) we can compute 
a dyadic number 6 >O with B(,,& S) C fl’“. Now we can apply (1) and see that 
B(-fi, S) n v@‘” = 0. This implies h2( V) C: B(0, S-’ ). 
Now we only have to shift the set and to multiply it by a scalar so that the image 
of za lands in 0, the derivative of the overall function f is positive in za, and the 
whole set is mapped to a proper subset of D. We define f : U + C by 
f(z) := - 4 eis. (h2hl(z) ~ IQ(~)). 
It is clear that this mapping is conformal and satisfies f (zo) = 0 E f(U). We see 
CD 
and 
.e -ifi 
6 _ 
l&3/2 > ” 
We claim that, using the input p and q, we can compute a (p2,p2)-tracking name 
for f. Using the p-name 7 (‘) for & and the (p2,P2)-tracking name r(6) for J 
v. 2 
, we 
can also compute a (p2, p2)-tracking name Y (9) for h2. We summarize: from the input p 
and q we have computed the rational number 6, we have computed p-names for fl and 
for CI, and we have computed (p’,/j2)-tracking names for hl and h2. By Corollary 2.13 
and because the elementary functions addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 
absolute value and exponentiation are computable, we can compute a (p2,p2)-tracking 
name for f. This ends the first step of the construction. 
We come to the second step of the construction, to the construction of the computable 
functional F2. We shall show that every set in the following class of sets 
.Y := {U C @ IO E U, iJ CD, U #D, U is open, connected, and simply connected}. 
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can be mapped effectively by a conformal mapping f : U + D with f(0) = 0 and 
f’(O)>0 onto the unit disk D, if a 6 open,2-name for the set is given. The confor- 
ma1 mapping f will be obtained as the limit of a sequence of functions which are 
compositions of certain dilating maps, called Koebe mups. 
For the definition of the Koebe maps we need automorphisms of the unit disk D. 
For zo E D the mapping 
/is, : D 4 D with p,(z) := z 
zgz- 1 
for z E D 
is a conformal automorphism of D which interchanges the points 0 and ZO, that is, 
~~,,(0) =ZO and ~zO(z~) = 0. The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 6.1. There exists u computable functional G1 with the following propert_),: 
tf p is u p2-name of a point zo ED, then G,(p) is defined and a (p2,p2)-trackimg 
name for uz,,. 
For the definition of the Koebe map and the first three statements of the following 
lemma we fix a set U E Y and a point zo E D\U. Let x := 1~01 and fi be a real number 
with zo = c(. ee’p. We define the Koebe mup IQ,, : U + @ by 
KU,~,,(Z) := e-Is . ( ~~ o p(e’“Wx o AL, 1 (e’“z). 
Lemma 6.2. (1) The map IcU,~,~ is a well-dehned conformal junction with KU,~,,(O) = 0 
und KU,~,( U) E 9. 
(2) 4l,, (O)=(l +@.)/W a is a real number greuter thun 1. 
(3) d(@\U,O)<d(~\lc~,,,(U),O). 
(4) There exists a computable functional G2 with the following property: if’ p is u 
6 .,,,-name for u set U E Y and q is a p2-name for u point zo E D\U, then Gl(p,q) 
is dejned and a (p2,p2)-tracking name for KU,,,. 
Proof. The first three statements are pure complex analysis and the proofs can be 
found in various sources. We give the proofs nevertheless for completeness sake. 
1. By z H p,(e’b .z) a conformal automorphism of D is defined. Hence, the set 
pa(eiflU) is an open connected, simply connected subset of D with x = pa(eiP. 0) E 
/l,(e’BU) and 0 = p,(e’/’ .ZO) $!,u&e’BU). Therefore the analytic branch p J ’ (e”‘U) 1 . of 
the square root function introduced in Proposition 4.2 is well defined on uL,(eifiU). 
It maps the set pl(eibU) into D. Since the mapping z H ee’b . p&(z) is a confor- 
ma1 isomorphism of D, we conclude that K~,~” is a conformal mapping on U with 
KU,~,,(U) C D. The image K~,~,(U) is open, connected and simply connected, it con- 
tains the point 0 = K~,~~(O) but not the point e-‘fi fi. Hence, KU,_,,(U) E ,c/ 
2. Straightforward computation yields 
From CI E (0,l) one deduces immediately (1 + cc)/2,,&> 1. 
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3. Let square : Cc --f C denote the squaring function square(z) :=z*. The function 
1: D+D with n(z) := eeiB. (pr o square o pfi)(e’fi . z) 
satisfies 1(O) =0 and is not a rotation (because e.g. ,I(e-@&)=e-‘pa). Therefore, by 
the Schwarz Lemma (see e.g. [l]) 
l,?(z)] < IzI for all z E D\(O). 
Since for any i E D the function pi is its own inverse, we see 
(2) 
for all z E U. Let us fix a point zt E &Q,(U) with (zt ( = d(@\rcu,,,(U), 0). Then 
ZI E D. We choose a sequence (5,), of points in U with lim,,, IC~,~,(Z,) =zl. We 
can assume that the sequence (fn),, converges itself since it is bounded and we can 
switch to a converging subsequence. The limit zz := limn-_oc i, does not lie in U 
since otherwise by continuity of KU,,, we would have ZI = KL/,~~(z~) E KU,,(U). On the 
other hand we have 1 o rc~,~,,(Z,,) = Zn for all n. Hence, by continuity of 3, we obtain 
;1(z1) =zz. With (2) we obtain (ZZ( < IZI 1. We conclude 
4@\U,O)6lz2I <Ia) =4@\w,,(U),O). 
4. Assume that a dopen - ame p for a set U E Y and a p*-name q for a point 
zo E D\U are given. Using the functional Cl from Lemma 6. I we can compute a 
(p2, p*)-tracking name for the function which assigns to each number z E D the value 
Qe’fi . z). According to the Effective Open Mapping Theorem we can use this name 
and p in order to compute a Sopen - ame for the set pa(eipU). Now we can apply the 
functional of Proposition 4.2 to this name and to a p2-name for CY, computed from q, 
and compute a (p*,p*)-tracking name for the analytic branch Jl’r(e”“” of the square 
root function on pc,(eipU). Finally, using the functional Gt from Lemma 6.1 we can 
also compute a (p2, p2)-tracking name for p+. We have now (p*, p2)-tracking names 
for the three functions in the middle of the definition of the Koebe function and, by 
using q, also for the rotations z H e’pz and z H ee’bz. We can compute a (p2,p2)- 
tracking name for the composition of these functions by Corollary 2.13. This proves the 
assertion. Cl 
The third property of the Koebe maps is the reason why they are useful for our 
purpose: they are dilating maps. By choosing the point zo E D\U as close as possible 
to the center 0 of the disk D one can achieve that the dilation of the Koebe map 
ICY,,,) is large, i.e. the ratio between the inner radius d(C\~u,~~(U),o) of rc~,(U) and 
the inner radius d(@\U,O) of U is large enough so that by iterating this process the 
images of U form a sequence of sets in Y whose inner radii tend to 1. We shall see 
that the composition of all of these maps tends to a conformal mapping of U onto D. 
In general, it is impossible to compute a point zo E D\U which is really as close 
as possible to 0, that is, satisfies lza] = ci(@\U, 0). But it is sufficient to have a point 
ZOED\U with /zo/<~.(l +d(C\U,O)). 
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Lemma 6.3. There exists a computable functional G3 with the following property: if 
p is a &,,,,a-name for a set U E Y, then G3(p) is dejned and a (p2,p2)-tracking name 
for a Koebe map ICU,~~~, where zo is a point in D\U with jzg. I< $ . (1 + d(@\U, 0)). 
Proof. Assume that a &pen,0 q-name p for a set U E Y is given. By Theorem 3.11 we 
can compute a 6d. ,st,open,a-name for U. Using this we can compute the inner radius 
d(@\U,O) of U with arbitrary precision. On the other hand, using the &part zip of 
p we can compute a sequence of points which form a dense subset of the boundary 
8U of U. Since we know the inner radius of U we can especially compute a p2-name 
q for a point zu E XJ with Izu( <i . (1 + d(C\U,O)). Applying the functional G2 of 
Lemma 6.2.4 to 7c:p and q yields a (p2,p2)-tracking name for a Koebe map with the 
desired properties. c7 
We come to the iteration. For p E Co we define two sequences (PC”)), and (q(“))n 
of sequences in Cw by 
P (0) := p, 
q(“) := G3(p’“‘), 
P (n+l) :=H(p(“),q(“)), 
where Gs is the computable functional from Lemma 6.3 and H is the computable 
functional from Theorem 4.7. 
Furthermore, using the functional Compos from Corollary 2.13 we define 
r(o) := q(o) , r(“+‘) := Compos(q(“+‘),r(“)). 
Then the functional G4 with 
Gd(p):= (r(‘),rC1),rC2) ) . . . ) 
is computable. 
From now on we assume that p is a &,pen,d-name for a set iJ E Y. Then we can 
define for each n E N, 
K, := the Koebe map which is (p2,p2)-tracked by q(“), 
fn :=lc, 0.. .o leg 
= the function which is (p2, $)-tracked by ,@). 
By the lemmata shown in this section the sets U,, are elements of 9 and the functions 
fn are conformal bijections from U onto U,,+l with fn(0) = 0 and f,‘(O) > 0. We wish 
to show that the functions fn converge towards a conformal bijection f from U onto 
D and that from p we can compute a (p*,~*)-tracking name for f. First we show 
Lemma 6.4. The inner radii d(@\U,,,O) of the sets U, tend to 1 for n tending to 
infinity. 
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Proof. For each n E N the mnction z H fn(z. d(@\U, 0)) maps D into D and 0 to 0. 
By the Schwarz Lemma we conclude 
f,‘(O)< lld(@\U,O). 
Let z, be the point with K, = ‘cu,,~,,. Then by Lemma 6.2.2 
f;(o) = K;(O). . . . . tc@) = # . . . . !A!$ 
Z, uid 
Each of the factors (1 + Iz, 1)/2m is greater than 1 by Lemma 6.2.2. Hence, due to 
the last inequality the factors ( 1 + /z, I)/2 m must tend to 1 for 12 tending to infinity. 
Since the function h : (0, l] + R with h(x) := (1 +x)/2& is strictly decreasing on the 
interval (0, 11 and takes the value h( 1) = 1 at the point 1, also lim,,, /z,I = 1. Our 
choice /z,I < $( 1 + d(C\U,,O)) finally implies that also lim,,, d(@\U,,O) = 1. 0 
Thus, according to this lemma and Lemma 6.2.3 the sequence (d(C\U,, 0)), of inner 
radii is an increasing sequence of positive real numbers with limit 1. We claim that the 
functions fn converge locally uniformly and that, given p, we can compute a modulus 
of convergence in the sense of Proposition 2.16. 
Lemma 6.5. There exists a computable functional Gs with the jollowing property: ij 
P is a &pen,rJ --nume jar a set U E .Y, then Gs(p) exists and describes u modulus of 
convergence in the sense of Proposition 2.16 for the sequence ( fn)n of functions fn 
on U, de&ted as above. 
For the proof we follow closely Bishop and Bridges [2]. We shall need Propo- 
sition 4.11 and the following lemma. For the proof the reader is referred to Bishop 
and Bridges [2]. 
Lemma 6.6. (Bishop and Bridges [2, Ch. 5, Corollary 7.51). Let b E (0,l) and fet 
U CD be an open set with B(0, b) C U. Furthermore, let g : U + @ be a conjormal 
mapping with g(0) = 0, with g’(0) > 0, and with B(0, b) C g(U) C D. Then 
1$7(z)-zl<3. g$ 
Z 
for all z E B(0, b2). 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Let p be a 6 .p,,,F-name for a set U E 9, let p(“), U,, and fn 
be derived from p as above. We show that we can create a list of triples (w, m, I) 
of strings w and numbers m, 1 such that all pairs (w, m) with v&Z(w) & U and m E N 
occur as the first two components of triples in this list and for each triple (w, m, I) in 
the list 
If,(z) ~ fk(Z)I <2-” 
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for all j> k 3 I and all z E vBC2(w). Indeed, using p and Theorem 3.2 we can create a 
list of all w with v~,z(w) & U. We must show that for any such w and any m we can 
find a suitable number 1. 
First, using w, we can compute a 6$-name for the compact set K:= (0) U vsc~(w), 
which is contained in U. From this name and from p we can compute a number n E N 
with Ifi <(3”- 1)/3” for all i E N and z E K, by Proposition 4.11 (remember that 
J(O) = 0 for all i). We set a:= (3”- 1)/3” and choose a positive rational number h 
with 
J1-b 
a<b’<l and 3.------ 
b2-a 
<2_“. 
Using the &r,,,,;-names p @) for the sets U, we can by Theorem 3.11 compute the 
inner radii d(C\U,,O) with arbitrary precision. Since they tend to 1 for y1 tending to 
infinity we can find a number 1 with d(C\U,,O)> b. We claim that this number has 
the demanded property. 
Since the sequence of inner radii is increasing we have d(@\Uk, 0) 3 b for all k 3 I. 
Therefore, if j> k 3 1, then we can apply Lemma 6.6 to the number b, to the set Uk+,, 
and to the function ‘Cj o . . o Kk+l and obtain for any z E K 
1.,$(Z) - fk(z)I = IKj 0 ” o Kk+l o fk(z) - fk(z)I 63. 
&-T 
b2 - I.li&)l 
<2_“. 0 
The non-effective content of Lemma 6.5 already tells us that the sequence (fn)n of 
functions converges locally uniformly on U. By theorems of Weierstrass and Hurwitz 
the limit of a locally uniformly converging sequence of conformal functions exists and 
is a conformal function again. Let f be the conformal limit of the functions fn. Since 
.fn( U) = U,,+, C D for all n, also f(U) CD. Since fn(0) = 0 and f,‘(O)>0 we conclude 
f (0) = 0 and f ‘(0) > 0. Furthermore, since the inner radii d(@\U,, 0) tend to 1, we 
have f(U) = D. Thus, f is a conformal bijection from U onto D. Finally, let H be 
the computable functional of Proposition 2.16 for n = m = 2. We define the functional 
F2 by 
Then F2 is computable and F*(p) is a (p*,p’)-tracking name for f. This ends the 
construction of the functional F2 of the second step of the total construction. We have 
proved Theorem 5.1. 
We conclude this section with two remarks on the proof. In the construction of the 
conformal mapping we have used only Koebe maps. There are many other possible 
families of suitable maps, cf. [lo, 191. Others might be better for complexity theoretic 
reasons. 
Theorem 4.7 was essential for the classically simple direction of the Riemann 
Mapping Theorem: for going from information about the conformal mapping to 
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topological information about the set. But we have used it also in the main con- 
struction and have applied it to Koebe functions and the square root function. This 
application was not really necessary since for the square root function and the Koebe 
maps one can obtain direct estimates, see [2]. 
I. Conclusion 
We have formulated several effective versions of the Riemann Mapping Theorem. 
The strongest version showed that certain topological information - essentially enu- 
merating a covering set of open balls in the set and a dense set of points in the 
boundary - about a proper simply connected region is equivalent to geometric in- 
formation about a conformal bijection onto this set from the unit disk in the complex 
plane. This also gave a characterization of those proper simply connected regions which 
are the image of a computable conformal mapping on the unit disk. 
We conclude with several open problems. In preparation for the results about the 
Riemann Mapping Theorem we analyzed various types of information about open sub- 
sets of Euclidean spaces and derived computability classes of open sets. These types 
of information and these classes should be analyzed more thoroughly. Also, effective 
complex analysis could be developed more systematically and broader along the lines 
of the results of Section 4. For the Effective Riemann Mapping Theorem itself, one 
can aim for generalizations to multiply connected regions or Riemann surfaces, thus, 
going further along the suggestions by Pour-El and Richards [ 17, Problem 51. Another 
interesting problem is to analyze the computational complexity of the transformations 
in the effective Riemann Mapping Theorem. 
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